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Abstract: We give two explicit (quadratic) presentations of the plactic monoid in row
and column generators correspondingly. Then we give direct independent proofs that
these presentations are Gro¨bner-Shirshov bases of the plactic algebra in deg-lex orderings
of generators. From Composition-Diamond lemma for associative algebras it follows that
the set of Young tableaux is the Knuth normal form for plactic monoid ([28], see also Ch.
5 in [30]).
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1 Introduction
Plactic monoid is supposed to be one of the most important monoids in algebra.1 It
was introduced by D. Knuth [28] under the name “tableau” monoid (“tableau algebra”)
and based on Robinson 1938 and Schensted 1961 algorithm. Knuth proved that Young
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gram on International Cooperation and Innovation, Department of Education, Guangdong Province
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1Schu¨tzenberger, Marcel-Paul, A vote for the plactic monoid. (Pour le mono¨ıde plaxique.) (French)
[J] Math. Inf. Sci. Hum. 140, 5-10 (1997). From the paper: This text is a brief answer to a question
raised long ago by A. Lentin and more recently by G.-C. Rota: Why the plactic monoid ought to be
considered as one of the fundamental monoids of algebra?
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tableaux are normal forms, called (Robinson-Schensted-) Knuth normal forms, of ele-
ments of plactic monoids. The name “plactic” was given by Schu¨tzenberger and the basic
theory of plactic monoids were given in [31]. Plactic monoids are closely connected to
the representations of linear groups (Littlewood-Richardson rule), the symmetric func-
tions (Shur functions), the quantum groups (Kashiwara crystal bases), the statistics (the
charge statistics), the root systems and some others mathematical subjects.
Gro¨bner bases and Gro¨bner-Shirshov bases were invented independently by A.I. Shir-
shov for ideals of free (commutative, anti-commutative) non-associative algebras [35, 36],
free Lie algebras [34, 36] and implicitly free associative algebras [34, 36] (see also [2, 4]),
by H. Hironaka [26] for ideals of the power series algebras (both formal and convergent),
and by B. Buchberger [19] for ideals of the polynomial algebras.
Gro¨bner bases and Gro¨bner-Shirshov bases theories have been proved to be very useful
in different branches of mathematics, including commutative algebra and combinatorial
algebra, see, for example, the books [1, 18, 20, 21, 24, 25], the papers [2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 19, 23, 27, 32], and the surveys [5, 6, 14, 15, 16, 17].
Let A = {1, 2, . . . , n} with 1 < 2 < · · · < n. Then we call
P l(A) := sgp〈A|Ω〉 = A∗/ ≡
a plactic monoid on the alphabet set A, see [30], where A∗ is the free monoid generated
by A, ≡ is the congruence of A∗ generated by the Knuth relations Ω and Ω consists of
ikj = kij (i ≤ j < k), jki = jik (i < j ≤ k).
Let F be a field. Then F 〈A|Ω〉 is called the plactic monoid algebra over F of P l(A). A
nondecreasing word R ∈ A∗ is called a row and a strictly decreasing word C ∈ A∗ is called
a column, for example, 1135556 is a row and 6531 is a column.
In the paper Okninski et al [29] it is proved that a Gro¨bner-Shirshov basis of plactic
monoid in initial alphabet is infinite providing the number of letters at least 4, but an
explicit description of such a Gro¨bner-Shirshov basis is unknown.
In the paper of A.J. Cain, R. Gray and A. Malheiro [22], authors use the Schensted-
Knuth normal form (the set of (semistandard) Young tableaux) to prove that the mul-
tiplication table of column words, uv = u′v′, forms a finite Gro¨bner-Shirshov basis of a
finitely generated plactic monoid. Here the Young tableaux u′v′ is the result of the column
Schensted algorithm applying to uv, but u′v′ is not explicitly written.
In this paper, we give new explicit formulas for the multiplication tables of row and
column words correspondingly. Also we give independent proofs that the result sets of
relations are Gro¨bner-Shirshov bases in row and column generators respectively. As the
result it gives two new approaches to plactic monoids via Gro¨bner-Shirshov bases of them.
We thank Mr. Xuehui Chen for his valuable discussions of the paper.
2 Preliminaries
We first cite some concepts and results from the literatures [3, 4, 34, 36] which are
related to Gro¨bner-Shirshov bases for associative algebras.
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Let X be a set and F a field. Throughout this paper, we denote F 〈X〉 the free asso-
ciative algebra over F generated by X and X∗ the free monoid generated by X .
A well ordering < on X∗ is called monomial if for u, v ∈ X∗, we have
u < v ⇒ w|u < w|v for all w ∈ X
∗,
where w|u = w|x 7→u, w|v = w|x 7→v and x’s are the same individuality of the letter x ∈ X
in w.
A standard example of monomial ordering on X∗ is the deg-lex ordering which first
compares two words by degree (length) and then by comparing them lexicographically,
where X is a well-ordered set.
Let X∗ be a set with a monomial ordering <. Then, for any non-zero polynomial
f ∈ F 〈X〉, f has the leading word f . We call f monic if the coefficient of f is 1. By |f |
we denote the degree of f .
Let f, g ∈ F 〈X〉 be two monic polynomials and w ∈ X∗. If w = fb = ag for
some a, b ∈ X∗ such that |f |+ |g| > |w|, then (f, g)w = fb− ag is called the intersection
composition of f, g relative to w. If w = f = agb for some a, b ∈ X∗, then (f, g)w = f−agb
is called the inclusion composition of f, g relative to w.
Let S ⊂ F 〈X〉 be a monic set. A composition (f, g)w is called trivial modulo (S, w),
denoted by
(f, g)w ≡ 0 mod(S, w)
if (f, g)w =
∑
αiaisibi, where every αi ∈ F, si ∈ S, ai, bi ∈ X
∗, and aisibi < w.
Recall that S is a Gro¨bner-Shirshov basis in F 〈X〉 if any composition of polynomials
from S is trivial modulo S and corresponding w.
The following lemma was first proved by Shirshov [34, 36] for free Lie algebras (with
deg-lex ordering) (see also Bokut [3]). Bokut [4] specialized the approach of Shirshov to
associative algebras (see also Bergman [2]). For commutative polynomials, this lemma is
known as Buchberger’s Theorem (see [19]).
Lemma 2.1 (Composition-Diamond lemma for associative algebras) Let F be a field,
< a monomial ordering on X∗ and Id(S) the ideal of F 〈X〉 generated by S. Then the
following statements are equivalent.
(1) S is a Gro¨bner-Shirshov basis in F 〈X〉.
(2) f ∈ Id(S)⇒ f¯ = as¯b for some s ∈ S and a, b ∈ X∗.
(3) Irr(S) = {u ∈ X∗|u 6= as¯b, s ∈ S, a, b ∈ X∗} is a linear basis of the algebra
F 〈X|S〉 := F 〈X〉/Id(S).
If a subset S of F 〈X〉 is not a Gro¨bner-Shirshov basis then one can add all nontrivial
compositions of polynomials of S to S. Continuing this process repeatedly, we finally
obtain a Gro¨bner-Shirshov basis Scomp that contains S. Such a process is called Shirshov
algorithm.
Let A = sgp〈X|S〉 be a semigroup presentation. Then S is also a subset of F 〈X〉 and
we can find Gro¨bner-Shirshov basis Scomp. We also call Scomp a Gro¨bner-Shirshov basis of
A. Irr(Scomp) = {u ∈ X∗|u 6= afb, a, b ∈ X∗, f ∈ Scomp} is an F -linear basis of F 〈X|S〉
which is also a set of normal forms of elements of the semigroup A.
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3 Plactic monoid with row generators
Let A = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Let R ∈ A∗ be a row. Then we denote R = (r1, r2, . . . , rn),
where ri is the number of letter i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), for example, R = 1135556 =
(2, 0, 1, 0, 3, 1, 0, . . . , 0).
Let R = i1i2 . . . it, S = j1j2 . . . jl ∈ A
∗ be two rows. Then R dominates S if t = |R| ≤
l = |S| and iq > jq, q = 1, . . . t, where |R| is the length of the word R.
A (semistandard) Young tableau on A (see [30]) is a word w = R1R2 · · ·Rt such that
Ri dominates Ri+1, i = 1, . . . , t− 1, where each Ri is a row. For example,
4556 · 223357 · 1112444
is a Young tableau.
Let U = {R ∈ A∗ | R is a row}.
We order the set U∗ as follows.
Let R = (r1, r2, . . . , rn) ∈ U . Then |R| = r1 + · · ·+ rn.
We first order U : for any R, S ∈ U , R < S if and only if |R| < |S| or |R| = |S| and
there exists a t (0 ≤ t < n) such that ri = si, i = 1, . . . , t and rt+1 > st+1. Clearly, this is
a well ordering on U . Then we order U∗ by the deg-lex ordering. We will use this ordering
throughout this section.
Definition 3.1 (Robinson-Schensted row algorithm [33]) Let R ∈ U , x ∈ A.
R · x =
{
Rx, if Rx is a row,
y · R′, otherwise
where y is the leftmost letter in R and is strictly larger than x, and R′ = R|y 7→x, i.e. R
′
is obtained from R by replacing y by x.
For any R, S ∈ U , by induction, it is clear that there exist R′, S ′ ∈ U such that
R · S = R′ · S ′ and R′ · S ′ is a Young tableau, where R′ is empty (i.e. R′ = (0, . . . , 0)) if
R · S = S ′ is a row.
By noting that in sgp〈A | Ω〉, R · S = R′ · S ′, it follows that sgp〈U | Γ〉 ∼= sgp〈A | Ω〉
and so we may assume that F 〈U | Γ〉 = F 〈A | Ω〉, where
Γ = {R · S = R′ · S ′, R, S ∈ U}.
The following is the first main result of the paper.
Theorem 3.2 Let the notation be as before. Then with the deg-lex ordering on U∗, Γ is
a Gro¨bner-Shirshov basis for the plactic algebra F 〈U | Γ〉.
By using Composition-Diamond lemma for associative algebras (Lemma 2.1) and The-
orem 3.2, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.3 ([30], Chapter 5) The set of Young tableaux on A is a set of normal forms
of elements of the plactic monoid sgp〈A | Ω〉.
Remark: For an arbitrary well-ordered set A, we define similarly a row onA∗, Robinson-
Schensted row algorithm, Young tableau on A and the set Γ. Then for an arbitrary
well-ordered set A, similar to the proof of A to be finite, we also have Theorem 3.2 and
Corollary 3.3.
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3.1 Main formula for the product of row generators
Let (w1, w2, . . . , wn) ∈ U . Denote Wp =
∑p
i=1wi (1 ≤ p ≤ n), where w (z, x, y, . . . ) rep-
resents any lowercase symbol and W (Z,X, Y, . . . ) the corresponding uppercase symbol.
Definition 3.4 Let W = (w1, w2, . . . , wn), Z = (z1, z2, . . . , zn) ∈ U . Define an algorithm
W · Z = X · Y, where X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), Y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn), x1 = 0,
xp = min(Zp−1 −Xp−1, wp), n ≥ p ≥ 2
yq = wq + zq − xq, n ≥ q ≥ 1.
Clearly, either X, Y ∈ U or Y ∈ U and X = (0, 0, . . . , 0).
The formulas in Definition 3.4 play a key role in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Lemma 3.5 The algorithms in Definition 3.4 and Definition 3.1 are equivalent.
Proof. Definition 3.4 ⇒ Definition 3.1.
Suppose that W = (w1, w2, . . . , wn) ∈ U and Z is a letter. Then we can express
Z = (0, . . . , 0, zp, 0, . . . , 0), where zp = 1. Let wj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) satisfy wj 6= 0 and
wj+1 = · · · = wn = 0. There are two cases to consider.
Case 1. p ≥ j. Then
WZ =


(w1, . . . wj−1, wj + 1, 0, . . . . . . 0), p = j,
(w1, . . . wj−1, wj, 1, 0, . . . . . . 0), p = j + 1,
(w1, . . . wj−1, wj, 0, . . . 0, 1, 0, . . . ), p > j + 1.
Therefore, if p ≥ j, WZ = Y and Y is a row. This corresponds to the first part of
Definition 3.1.
Case 2. p < j. Then WZ = XY , where
X = (0, . . . 0, 1, 0, . . . )
Y = (w1, . . . wp−1, wp + 1, wp+1, . . . wk−1, wk − 1, wk+1, . . . )
and k satisfies p + 1 ≤ k ≤ j, wp+1 = wp+2 = · · · = wk−1 = 0, wk ≥ 1. This corresponds
to the second part of Definition 3.1.
Definition 3.1 ⇒ Definition 3.4.
By Definition 3.1, it is clear that x1 = 0 and y1 = w1 + z1 = w1 + z1 − x1. Also,
x2 = min(z1, w2) = min(Z1 − X1, w2) and y2 = w2 + z2 − x2. The result follows by
induction. 
Corollary 3.6 In Definition 3.4, X · Y is a Young tableau.
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3.2 Expressions of reductions
In order to prove the Theorem 3.2, we have to check that all possible compositions in Γ,
which are only intersections, are trivial.
Let R = (r1, r2, . . . , rn), S = (s1, s2, . . . , sn), T = (t1, t2, . . . , tn) ∈ U .
For reductions, we will use the following notation.
RST =

 r1 r2 r3 . . . rns1 s2 s3 . . . sn
t1 t2 t3 . . . tn

 S · T = A ·B=⇒

 r1 r2 r3 . . . rna1 a2 a3 . . . an
b1 b2 b3 . . . bn


R ·A = C ·D
=⇒

 c1 c2 c3 . . . cnd1 d2 d3 . . . dn
b1 b2 b3 . . . bn

 D ·B = E · F=⇒

 c1 c2 c3 . . . cne1 e2 e3 . . . en
f1 f2 f3 . . . fn

 ,
RST =

 r1 r2 r3 . . . rns1 s2 s3 . . . sn
t1 t2 t3 . . . tn

 R · S = G ·H=⇒

 g1 g2 g3 . . . gnh1 h2 h3 . . . hn
t1 t2 t3 . . . tn


H · T = I · J
=⇒

 g1 g2 g3 . . . gni1 i2 i3 . . . in
j1 j2 j3 . . . jn

 G · I = K · L=⇒

 k1 k2 k3 . . . knl1 l2 l3 . . . ln
j1 j2 j3 . . . jn

 ,
where
A = (a1, a2, . . . , an), B = (b1, b2, . . . , bn), C = (c1, c2, . . . , cn),
D = (d1, d2, . . . , dn), E = (e1, e2, . . . , en), F = (f1, f2, . . . , fn),
G = (g1, g2, . . . , gn), H = (h1, h2, . . . , hn), I = (i1, i2, . . . , in),
J = (j1, j2, . . . , jn), K = (k1, k2, . . . , kn), L = (l1, l2, . . . , ln),
and S ·T = A ·B,R ·A = C ·D,D ·B = E ·F,R ·S = G ·H,H ·T = I ·J,G ·I = K ·L ∈ Γ.
We will prove that

 c1 c2 c3 . . . cne1 e2 e3 . . . en
f1 f2 f3 . . . fn

 =

 k1 k2 k3 . . . knl1 l2 l3 . . . ln
j1 j2 j3 . . . jn

 ,
which implies that the intersection composition (RS, ST )RST ≡ 0, mod(Γ, RST ). There-
fore, Γ is a Gro¨bner-Shirshov basis of the algebra F 〈U | Γ〉.
By the definition of the algorithm in Definition 3.4, a1 = c1 = c2 = e1 = g1 = i1 =
k1 = k2 = l1 = 0. Therefore, one needs only to show that cp = kp and eq = lq for all
3 ≤ p ≤ n, 2 ≤ q ≤ n.
3.3 cp = kp (p ≥ 3)
We need the following lemmas to prove cp = kp (p ≥ 3).
Lemma 3.7 For all p (1 ≤ p ≤ n), Ap ≤ Ip.
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Proof. By the algorithm in Definition 3.4, A1 = a1 = i1 = I1 = 0. Assume that
for all p ≤ m − 1 (m ≥ 2), Ap ≤ Ip. Since Am = min(Tm−1, Am−1 + sm), Im =
min(Tm−1, Im−1+hm) and hm = rm+ sm− gm = rm+ sm−min(Sm−1−Gm−1, rm) ≥ sm,
we have Am ≤ Im. Now by induction, the result follows. 
Lemma 3.8 Assume that p ≥ 3, Kp−1 = Cp−1, Kp = Cp = Ap−1 < Cp−1 + rp and
Sp−1 −Gp−1 ≥ rp. Then Kp = Ip−1.
Proof. Note that Cp = min(Ap−1, Cp−1 + rp) and Kp = min(Ip−1, Kp−1 + gp). Since
Sp−1 − Gp−1 ≥ rp, gp = min(Sp−1 − Gp−1, rp) = rp. Therefore Kp = Cp = Ap−1 <
Cp−1 + rp = Kp−1 + gp, which concludes Kp = Ip−1. 
Lemma 3.9 Assume that p ≥ 2, Cp = Kp, Cp+1 = Kp+1 and Cp+1 = Cp + rp+1. Then
Sp −Gp ≥ rp+1.
Proof. Note that Cp+1 = min(Ap, Cp + rp+1) and Kp+1 = min(Ip, Kp + gp+1) =
min(Ip, Kp + Sp − Gp, Kp + rp+1). Since Cp = Kp, Cp+1 = Kp+1 and Cp+1 = Cp + rp+1,
Kp+1 = Cp+1 = Cp + rp+1 = Kp + rp+1.
Therefore, Ip ≥ Kp+ rp+1, Kp+Sp−Gp ≥ Kp+ rp+1, which concludes Sp−Gp ≥ rp+1.

3.3.1 Cp = Kp (3 ≤ p ≤ n)
Proof. Induction on p.
Since c1 = c2 = k1 = k2 = 0, we have C3 = c3 and K3 = k3. According to the algorithm
in Definition 3.4, c3 = min(a2, r3) = min[min(t1, s2), r3] = min(t1, s2, r3) and k3 =
min(i2, g3) = min[min(t1, h2), min(s1 + s2 − g2, r3)] = min[t1, r2 + s2 −min(s1, r2), s1 +
s2−min(s1, r2), r3] = min[t1, s2+min(r2, s1)−min(s1, r2), r3] = min(t1, s2, r3). Therefore,
C3 = K3 = min(t1, s2, r3).
Assume that for all 3 ≤ p ≤ m− 1, Cp = Kp. Note that
Cm = min(Tm−2, Am−2 + sm−1, Cm−1 + rm),
Km = min(Tm−2, Im−2 + hm−1, Km−1 +M,Km−1 + rm),
where M = sm−1 + Sm−2 −Gm−2 − gm−1.
Observe the following equations
Cm−t = min(Am−t−1, Cm−t−1 + rm−t), 1 ≤ t ≤ m− 3
and denote q the cardinality of the following set
{i|Cm−j = Cm−j−1 + rm−j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ m− 3}.
There are three cases to consider.
Case 1. q = 0, i.e. Cm−1 = Am−2 < Cm−2 + rm−1.
If Sm−2−Gm−2 < rm−1, then gm−1 = Sm−2−Gm−2, hm−1 = rm−1+sm−1−Sm−2+Gm−2 >
sm−1, M = sm−1 and Im−2 + hm−1 ≥ Km−1 + hm−1 > Km−1 + sm−1.
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Therefore, Km = Cm = min(Tm−2, Cm−1 + sm−1, Cm−1 + rm).
If Sm−2 − Gm−2 ≥ rm−1, then gm−1 = rm−1, hm−1 = sm−1 and M ≥ sm−1. By Lemma
3.8, we have Km−1 = Im−2 and Im−2 + hm−1 = Km−1 + sm−1.
Therefore, Km = Cm = min(Tm−2, Cm−1 + sm−1, Cm−1 + rm).
Case 2. 1 ≤ q ≤ m − 4, i.e. for all 1 ≤ k ≤ q, Cm−k = Cm−k−1 + rm−k, Cm−k−1 +
rm−k ≤ Am−k−1, Am−q−2 < Cm−q−2 + rm−q−1 and Cm−1 = Am−q−2 +
∑q
i=1 rm−i. Then
Cm−k = Cm−k−1 + rm−k and by Lemma 3.9, we have Sm−k−1 −Gm−k−1 ≥ rm−k, gm−k =
rm−k, hm−k = sm−k,
Cm = min(Tm−2, Tm−3 + sm−1, . . . , Tm−q−2 +
q∑
i=1
sm−i, Am−q−2 +
q+1∑
i=1
sm−i, Cm−1 + rm),
Km = min(Tm−2, Tm−3 + sm−1, . . . , Tm−q−2 +
q∑
i=1
sm−i,
Im−q−2 + hm−q−1 +
q∑
i=1
sm−i, Km−q−1 +
q∑
i=1
rm−i +M,Km−1 + rm),
where M =
∑q+1
i=1 sm−i + Sm−q−2 −Gm−q−2 − gm−q−1 −
∑q
i=1 rm−i.
If Am−q−2 < Cm−q−2 + rm−q−1 and Sm−q−2 −Gm−q−2 < rm−q−1, then
Cm−q−1 = Am−q−2,
gm−q−1 = Sm−q−2 −Gm−q−2,
hm−q−1 = rm−q−1 + sm−q−1 − Sm−q−2 +Gm−q−2 > sm−q−1,
M =
q+1∑
i=1
sm−i −
q∑
i=1
rm−i,
Km−q−1 +
q∑
i=1
rm−i +M = Km−q−1 +
q+1∑
i=1
sm−i,
Im−q−2 + hm−q−1 +
q∑
i=1
sm−i > Km−q−1 +
q+1∑
i=1
sm−i.
Therefore,
Km = min(Tm−2, Tm−3 + sm−1, . . . , Tm−q−2 +
q∑
i=1
sm−i, Cm−q−1 +
q+1∑
i=1
sm−i, Cm−1 + rm)
= Cm.
If Am−q−2 < Cm−q−2+ rm−q−1 and Sm−q−2−Gm−q−2 ≥ rm−q−1, then Cm−q−1 = Am−q−2,
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gm−q−1 = rm−q−1 and hm−q−1 = sm−q−1. By Lemma 3.8,
Km−q−1 = Im−q−2,
M ≥
q+1∑
i=1
sm−i −
q∑
i=1
rm−i,
Km−q−1 +
q∑
i=1
rm−i +M ≥ Km−q−1 +
q+1∑
i=1
sm−i,
Im−q−2 + hm−q−1 +
q∑
i=1
sm−i = Km−q−1 +
q+1∑
i=1
sm−i.
Therefore,
Km = min(Tm−2, Tm−3 + sm−1, . . . , Tm−q−2 +
q∑
i=1
sm−i, Cm−q−1 +
q+1∑
i=1
sm−i, Cm−1 + rm) = Cm.
Case 3. q = m − 3, i.e. for all 1 ≤ k ≤ q = m − 3, Cm−k = Cm−k−1 + rm−k,
Cm−k−1 + rm−k ≤ Am−k−1 which implies Cm−1 = C2 +
∑m−3
i=1 rm−i. Now, by Lemma 3.9,
Sm−k−1−Gm−k−1 ≥ rm−k, gm−k = rm−k, hm−k = sm−k and M =
∑m−2
i=1 sm−i+S1−G1−
g2 −
∑m−3
i=1 rm−i =
∑m−2
i=1 sm−i + s1 − g2 −
∑m−3
i=1 rm−i. Thus, we have
Cm = min(Tm−2, Tm−3 + sm−1, . . . , T1 +
m−3∑
i=1
sm−i, A1 +
m−2∑
i=1
sm−i, Cm−1 + rm)
= min(Tm−2, Tm−3 + sm−1, . . . , T1 +
m−3∑
i=1
sm−i,
m−2∑
i=1
sm−i, Cm−1 + rm) and
Km = min(Tm−2, Tm−3 + sm−1, . . . , T1 +
m−3∑
i=1
sm−i, I1 + h2 +
m−3∑
i=1
sm−i,
K2 +
m−3∑
i=1
rm−i +M,Km−1 + rm)
= min(Tm−2, Tm−3 + sm−1, . . . , T1 +
m−3∑
i=1
sm−i,
m−2∑
i=1
sm−i +min(h2 − s2, s1 − g2), Km−1 + rm).
Since min(h2 − s2, s1 − g2) = min(r2 −min(s1, r2), s1 −min(s1, r2)) = 0, one gets Km =
min(Tm−2, Tm−3 + sm−1, . . . , T1 +
∑m−3
i=1 sm−i,
∑m−2
i=1 sm−i, Km−1 + rm) = Cm.
So, the proof of Km = Cm is complete. 
Therefore, we have shown that Cp = Kp (1 ≤ p ≤ n) which, by using the formulas in
Definition 3.4, is clearly equivalent to cp = kp (1 ≤ p ≤ n).
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3.4 ep = lp (p ≥ 2)
We need the following lemmas to prove ep = lp (p ≥ 2).
Lemma 3.10 For any p (p ≤ n), Sp + Cp −Gp − Ap ≥ 0.
Proof. For p = 1, we have S1 + C1 − G1 − A1 = s1 ≥ 0. Assume that for all
p ≤ m− 1 (m ≥ 2), Sp + Cp −Gp − Ap ≥ 0.
If Am−1 < Cm−1 + rm, then Cm = Am−1 and Sm + Cm − Gm − Am ≥ Sm + Am−1 −
Sm−1 −Am−1 − sm = 0.
If Cm−1+ rm ≤ Am−1, then Cm = Cm−1+ rm. By Lemma 3.9, we have Sm−1−Gm−1 ≥
rm, Gm = Gm−1+ rm. So, Sm+Cm−Gm−Am = Sm+Cm−1+ rm−Gm−1− rm−Am =
Sm + Cm−1 − Gm−1 − Am = Sm−1 + Cm−1 − Gm−1 − Am−1 + sm − am ≥ sm − am =
sm −min(Tm−1 − Am−1, sm) ≥ 0.
The proof is complete. 
Lemma 3.11 If Sp + Cp −Gp − Ap > 0, then Ap = Ip.
Proof. For p = 1, we have A1 = I1 = 0. Assume that for all p ≤ m − 1 (m ≥ 2),
Ap = Ip if Sp + Cp − Gp − Ap > 0. By using Lemma 3.10, Sm + Cm − Gm − Am ≥ 0.
Suppose that Sm + Cm − Gm − Am > 0. Then by the proof of Lemma 3.10, one of the
following four conditions should be satisfied.
(i) Am−1 < Cm−1 + rm, Am = Tm−1 < Am−1 + sm;
(ii) Am−1 < Cm−1 + rm, Gm = Gm−1 + rm < Sm−1;
(iii) Cm−1 + rm ≤ Am−1, Sm−1 + Cm−1 −Gm−1 −Am−1 > 0;
(iv) Cm−1 + rm ≤ Am−1, Sm−1 + Cm−1 −Gm−1 − Am−1 = 0, sm > am.
Assume (i). Then Cm = Am−1, and by Lemma 3.7, Am = Tm−1 < Am−1 + sm ≤
Im−1 + hm. So, Am = Im = Tm−1.
Assume (ii). Then Cm = Am−1, gm = rm, hm = sm, and by Lemma 3.8, Km = Im−1.
Thus, Am = Im = min(Tm−1, Cm + sm).
Assume (iii). Then Cm = Cm−1 + rm. Since Km = Cm and Km−1 = Cm−1, by
Lemma 3.9, we have Sm−1 − Gm−1 ≥ rm, gm = rm, hm = sm and Am−1 = Im−1. So,
Am = Im = min(Tm−1, Am−1 + sm).
Assume (iv). Then Cm = Cm−1 + rm and am = Tm−1 − Am−1. By Lemma 3.7, Am =
Tm−1 < Am−1 + sm ≤ Im−1 + hm. So, Am = Im = Tm−1. 
We use induction on p to prove that ep = lp (2 ≤ p ≤ n).
3.4.1 e2 = l2
Proof. e2 = min(b1, d2) = min(s1 + t1, r2 + a2) = min(s1 + t1, r2 + min(t1, s2)) =
min(s1+ t1, t1+ r2, r2+ s2) = min(s1, r2) +min(t1, r2+ s2−min(s1, r2)) = min(s1, r2) +
min(t1, h2) = g2 + i2 = l2. 
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3.4.2 ep = lp (p ≥ 3)
Proof. Assume that for any p ≤ m − 1 (m ≥ 3), ep = lp. Since Em−1 = Lm−1 =
Gm−1 + Im−1 −Km−1 and Km−1 = Cm−1 = Cm − cm, we have
em = min(Bm−1 −Em−1, dm)
= min(Sm−1 + Tm−1 −Am−1 − Em−1, rm + am − cm)
= min(Sm−1 + Tm−1 −Am−1 − Em−1, rm +min(Tm−1 − Am−1, sm)− cm)
= min(Sm−1 + Tm−1 + Cm − Am−1 −Gm−1 − Im−1, rm + Tm−1 − Am−1,
rm + sm)− cm,
lm = gm + im − km
= min(Sm−1 −Gm−1, rm) +min(Tm−1 − Im−1, hm)− km
= min(Sm−1 + Tm−1 −Gm−1 − Im−1, Sm−1 −Gm−1 + hm,
rm + Tm−1 − Im−1, rm + hm)− km.
There are two cases to consider.
Case 1. Am−1 < Cm−1 + rm. Then Cm = Am−1.
If Sm−1 − Gm−1 < rm, then gm = Sm−1 − Gm−1, hm = rm + sm − Sm−1 + Gm−1 >
sm, Sm−1 −Gm−1 + hm = rm + sm < rm + hm and by Lemma 3.7,
Sm−1 + Tm−1 −Gm−1 − Im−1 < rm + Tm−1 − Im−1 ≤ rm + Tm−1 − Am−1.
Therefore, lm = em = min(Sm−1 + Tm−1 −Gm−1 − Im−1, rm + sm)− cm.
If Sm−1 − Gm−1 ≥ rm, then gm = rm, hm = sm and by Lemma 3.8, we have Km =
Im−1, Sm−1+Tm−1−Gm−1−Im−1 ≥ rm+Tm−1−Im−1 = rm+Tm−1−Km and Sm−1−Gm−1+
hm = Sm−1−Gm−1+sm ≥ rm+sm. Therefore, lm = em = min(Tm−1−Cm, sm)+rm−cm.
Case 2. Cm−1 + rm ≤ Am−1. Then Cm = Cm−1 + rm, and by Lemma 3.9, we have
Sm−1 − Gm−1 ≥ rm, gm = rm, hm = sm, Sm−1 + Tm−1 − Gm−1 − Im−1 ≥ rm + Tm−1 −
Im−1, Sm−1−Gm−1+hm ≥ rm+hm = rm+sm, em = min(Sm−1+Tm−1+Cm−1−Am−1−
Gm−1 − Im−1, Tm−1 −Am−1, sm) + rm − cm and lm = min(Tm−1 − Im−1, sm) + rm − km.
By Lemma 3.10, Sm−1 + Cm−1 −Gm−1 −Am−1 ≥ 0.
If Sm−1 + Cm−1 − Gm−1 − Am−1 = 0, by Lemma 3.7, em = min(Tm−1 − Im−1, Tm−1 −
Am−1, sm) + rm − cm = min(Tm−1 − Im−1, sm) + rm − km = lm.
If Sm−1 + Cm−1 − Gm−1 − Am−1 > 0, by Lemma 3.11, we have Am−1 = Im−1 and
Sm−1+Tm−1+Cm−1−Am−1−Gm−1−Im−1 > Tm−1−Am−1. Therefore, em = min(Tm−1−
Am−1, sm) + rm − cm = min(Tm−1 − Im−1, sm) + rm − km = lm. 
4 Plactic monoid with column generators
Let A = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Recall that a strictly decreasing word C ∈ A∗ is called a column,
for example, 6531 is a column.
Let R, S ∈ A∗ be two columns, R = itit−1 . . . i2i1, S = jljl−1 . . . j2j1. We define R ⊲ S
if t ≥ l and ik ≤ jk, k = 1, 2, . . . , l.
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A (semistandard) Young tableau on A is a word w = R1R2 . . . Rt such that Ri ⊲
Ri+1, i = 1, 2, . . . t− 1, where each Ri is a column. For example,
421 · 521 · 531 · 632 · 54 · 74 · 4
is a Young tableau.
Remark: We use two ways to define a Young tableau which are essentially the same.
Let C ∈ A∗ be a column and ci the number of letter i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) in C. Then
ci ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. We denote C = (c1; c2; . . . ; cn). For example, C = 6421 =
(1; 1; 0; 1; 0; 1; 0; . . . ; 0).
Let V = {C ∈ A∗ | C is a column}.
Let R = (r1; r2; . . . ; rn) ∈ V and wt(R) = (|R|, r1, . . . , rn). We order V : for any
R, S ∈ V , R < S if and only if wt(R) > wt(S) lexicograghically. Then, we order V ∗ by
the deg-lex ordering. We will use this ordering throughout this section.
Denote
R0 = 0, Rp =
p∑
i=1
ri, 1 ≤ p ≤ n.
Lemma 4.1 For any R, S ∈ V , R⊲ S if and only if Rp ≥ Sp, 1 ≤ p ≤ n.
Proof. Let R = itit−1 . . . i2i1, S = jljl−1 . . . j2j1 ∈ V . Then t = Rn, l = Sn.
Suppose that R⊲ S. Then by definition, we have t ≥ l and i1 ≤ j1, i2 ≤ j2, . . . , il ≤ jl.
Note that R = (r1; r2; . . . ; rn), rp = 1 if p = ia (a = 1, . . . , t); S = (s1; s2; . . . ; sn), sp = 1
if p = jb (b = 1, . . . , l).
For 1 ≤ k ≤ i1 − 1, Rk = Sk = 0, so Rk ≥ Sk; for i1 ≤ k ≤ i2 − 1 (≤ j2 − 1),
Rk = 1, Sk ≤ 1, so Rk ≥ Sk; . . . ; for il−1 ≤ k ≤ il − 1 (≤ jl − 1), Rk = l − 1, Sk ≤ l − 1,
so Rk ≥ Sk; for il ≤ k ≤ n, Rk ≥ l, Sk ≤ l, so Rk ≥ Sk. Therefore, Rp ≥ Sp, 1 ≤ p ≤ n.
Suppose that Rp ≥ Sp, 1 ≤ p ≤ n. Then t ≥ l. Since Ri1 = 1, Rj1 ≥ Sj1 = 1, we have
i1 ≤ j1. Similarly, i2 ≤ j2, . . . , il ≤ jl. Therefore R⊲ S. 
Corollary 4.2 For any R, S, T ∈ V, w = RST is a Young tableau if and only if Rp ≥
Sp ≥ Tp, 1 ≤ p ≤ n.
Definition 4.3 (Robinson-Schensted column algorithm) Let R ∈ V , x ∈ A.
x · R =
{
xR, if xR is a column;
R′ · y, otherwise.
where y is the rightmost letter in R and is larger than or equal to x, and R′ = R |y→x,
i.e. R′ is obtained from R by replacing y by x.
Lemma 4.4 For any R, S ∈ V , by Robinson-Schensted column algorithm, there exist
R′, S ′ ∈ V such that R · S = R′ · S ′ and R′ · S ′ is a Young tableau, where S ′ is empty if
R · S = R′ is a column.
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Proof. Suppose R = itit−1 . . . i2i1, S = jljl−1 . . . j2j1.
If i1 > jl, we have RS is a column which is a one-column Young tableau.
If i1 ≤ jl, then there uniquely exists a y1 and y1 is the rightmost letter in S, such that
y1 ≥ i1. By Robinson-Schensted column algorithm, we have i1 · S = S |y1→i1 ·y1, and
S |y1→i1 ·y1 has two columns. Since the minimal number in S |y1→i1 is ≤ i1 and i1 ≤ y1,
S |y1→i1 ·y1 is also a two-column Young tableau.
For i2 · S |y1→i1 ·y1, there are two cases to consider.
Case 1. i2S |y1→i1 is a column. Then i2 · S |y1→i1 ·y1 = i2S |y1→i1 ·y1 and i2S |y1→i1 ·y1
is a two-column Young tableau.
Case 2. There exists a y2 in S such that y2 is the rightmost letter in S |y1→i1 with
y2 ≥ i2. Since y2 ≥ i2 > i1 and y1 is the rightmost letter in S that is ≥ i1, we have
y2 > y1. Then i2 · S |y1→i1 ·y1 = S |y2→i2,y1→i1 ·y2y1. Since the second minimal number in
S |y2→i2,y1→i1 (also in S) is ≤ i2 (≤ y2), S |y2→i2,y1→i1 ·y2y1 is also a two-column Young
tableau.
Continuing in this way, we will find two columns R′, S ′ ∈ V such that R · S = R′ · S ′
and R′ · S ′ is a Young tableau, where S ′ is empty if R · S = R′ is a column. 
Denote
Λ = {R · S = R′ · S ′, R, S ∈ V }.
By noting that in sgp〈A | Ω〉, R ·S = R′ ·S ′, it follows that sgp〈V | Λ〉 ∼= sgp〈A | Ω〉 and
so we may assume that F 〈V | Λ〉 = F 〈A | Ω〉.
It is clear that Λ is a finite set.
The following Theorem 4.5 is the second main result of the paper.
Theorem 4.5 With the deg-lex ordering on V ∗, Λ is a finite Gro¨bner-Shirshov basis for
the plactic algebra F 〈V | Λ〉. The set of Young tableaux on A is a normal form of the
plactic monoid sgp〈A | Ω〉.
Remark: For an arbitrary well-ordered set A, we define similarly a column on A,
Robinson-Schensted column algorithm and the set Λ. Then for an arbitrary well-ordered
set A, similar to the proof of A to be finite, we also have Theorem 4.5. If this is the case,
Λ may not be finite.
4.1 Main formula for the product of column generators
Definition 4.6 Let W = (w1;w2; . . . ;wn), Z = (z1; z2; . . . ; zn) ∈ V . Define an algorithm
W · Z = W ′ · Z ′, where W ′ = (w′1;w
′
2; . . . ;w
′
n), Z
′ = (z′1; z
′
2; . . . ; z
′
n), z
′
p = min(Wp −
Z ′p−1, zp), w
′
p = wp + zp − z
′
p (n ≥ p ≥ 1). Then W
′, Z ′ ∈ V or W ′ ∈ V and Z ′ is empty.
Lemma 4.7 The algorithms in Definition 4.3 and Definition 4.6 are equivalent.
The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 3.5.
Corollary 4.8 In Definition 4.6, W ′ · Z ′ is a Young tableau.
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4.2 Expressions of reductions
In order to prove the Theorem 4.5, we have to check that all possible compositions in Λ,
which are only intersections, are trivial.
Let R = (r1; r2; . . . ; rn), S = (s1; s2; . . . ; sn), T = (t1; t2; . . . ; tn) ∈ V .
For reductions, we will use the following notation.
TSR =


t1 s1 r1
t2 s2 r2
...
...
...
tn sn rn


T · S = B · A
=⇒


b1 a1 r1
b2 a2 r2
...
...
...
bn an rn


A ·R = D · C
=⇒


b1 d1 c1
b2 d2 c2
...
...
...
bn dn cn


B ·D = F · E
=⇒


f1 e1 c1
f2 e2 c2
...
...
...
fn en cn

 ,
TSR =


t1 s1 r1
t2 s2 r2
...
...
...
tn sn rn


S · R = H ·G
=⇒


t1 h1 g1
t2 h2 g2
...
...
...
tn hn gn


T ·H = J · I
=⇒


j1 i1 g1
j2 i2 g2
...
...
...
jn in gn


I ·G = L ·K
=⇒


j1 l1 k1
j2 l2 k2
...
...
...
jn ln kn

 ,
where
A = (a1; a2; . . . ; an), B = (b1; b2; . . . ; bn), C = (c1; c2; . . . ; cn),
D = (d1; d2; . . . ; dn), E = (e1; e2; . . . ; en), F = (f1; f2; . . . ; fn),
G = (g1; g2; . . . ; gn), H = (h1; h2; . . . ; hn), I = (i1; i2; . . . ; in),
J = (j1; j2; . . . ; jn), K = (k1; k2; . . . ; kn), L = (l1; l2; . . . ; ln),
and T ·S = B ·A,A ·R = D ·C,B ·D = F ·E, S ·R = H ·G, T ·H = J ·I, I ·G = L ·K ∈ Λ.
We will prove that 

f1 e1 c1
f2 e2 c2
...
...
...
fn en cn

 =


j1 l1 k1
j2 l2 k2
...
...
...
jn ln kn

 ,
which implies that the intersection composition (TS, SR)TSR ≡ 0, mod(TSR,Λ). There-
fore, Λ is a Gro¨bner-Shirshov basis of the algebra F 〈V | Λ〉.
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4.3 cm = km (1 ≤ m ≤ n)
We need the following lemmas to prove cm = km.
Lemma 4.9 For all p (1 ≤ p ≤ n), Ip ≥ Ap.
Proof. Note that i1 = min(t1, h1) = min(t1, s1 + r1 − g1) and a1 = min(t1, s1).
If s1 ≥ r1, then g1 = r1 and i1 = min(t1, s1) = a1. If s1 < r1, then g1 = s1 and
i1 = min(t1, r1) ≥ min(t1, s1) = a1. This shows that I1 = i1 ≥ a1 = A1.
Assume that for all m ≤ p−1 (p ≥ 2), Im ≥ Am. Since Ip = Ip−1+min(Tp−Ip−1, hp) =
min(Tp, Ip−1 + hp), Ap = min(Tp, Ap−1 + sp) and hp = sp + rp − gp = sp + rp −min(Sp −
Gp−1, rp) ≥ sp, we have Ip ≥ Ap. Now by induction, the result follows. 
Lemma 4.10 Assume that p ≥ 2, Kp−1 = Cp−1, Kp = Cp = Ap < Cp−1 + rp and
Sp −Gp−1 ≥ rp. Then Cp = Ip.
Proof. Note that Cp = min(Ap, Cp−1+rp) and Kp = min(Ip, Kp−1+gp). If Sp−Gp−1 ≥
rp, then gp = min(Sp −Gp−1, rp) = rp.
Therefore Kp = Cp = Ap < Kp−1 + gp, which concludes Cp = Kp = Ip. 
Lemma 4.11 Assume that p ≥ 2, Kp−1 = Cp−1, Kp = Cp and Cp = Cp−1 + rp. Then
Sp −Gp−1 ≥ rp.
Proof. Note that Kp = min(Ip, Kp−1+gp) = min(Ip, Kp−1+Sp−Gp−1, Kp−1+rp). Since
Kp−1 = Cp−1, Kp = Cp and Cp = Cp−1 + rp, we have Kp = Cp = Cp−1 + rp = Kp−1 + rp.
Therefore, Kp−1 + Sp −Gp−1 ≥ Kp−1 + rp, which concludes Sp −Gp−1 ≥ rp. 
Lemma 4.12 For any p (1 ≤ p ≤ n), Sp + Cp −Gp −Ap ≥ 0.
Proof. Induction on p.
If c1 = a1, then s1 + c1− g1 − a1 = s1 − g1 ≥ 0. If c1 < a1, then c1 = r1 = g1 = 0, a1 =
t1 = s1 = 1. We have s1 + c1 − g1 − a1 = 0. This shows that the result holds for p = 1.
Assume that for all 1 ≤ m ≤ p− 1, Sm + Cm −Gm − Am ≥ 0.
If Cp = Ap ≤ Cp−1 + rp, then Sp + Cp −Gp − Ap = Sp −Gp ≥ 0.
If Cp = Cp−1 + rp < Ap, by Lemma 4.11, gp = rp, hp = sp. So,
Sp + Cp −Gp −Ap = Sp + Cp−1 + rp − (Gp−1 + rp)− Ap
= Sp + Cp−1 −Gp−1 − Ap
= Sp−1 + Cp−1 −Gp−1 − Ap−1 + sp − ap
≥ sp − ap ≥ 0.
Therefore, Sp + Cp −Gp − Ap ≥ 0. 
By noting that sp ≥ ap and by Lemma 4.12, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.13 For all p (1 ≤ p ≤ n), we have Ap − Cp−1 ≤ Sp −Gp−1.
Lemma 4.14 If Cp−1 < Ap−1, then hp = sp.
Proof. Note that hp = sp+rp−gp = sp+rp−min(Sp−1−Cp−1, rp) ≥ sp. If hp > sp, then
hp = 1, sp = 0, rp = 1 and Sp −Gp−1 = 0. By Lemma 4.13, Ap − Cp−1 ≤ Sp −Gp−1 = 0.
But Ap − Cp−1 ≥ Ap−1 − Cp−1 > 0 which is a contradiction. Therefore, hp = sp. 
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4.3.1 cp = kp (1 ≤ p ≤ n)
It suffices to prove Cp = Kp (1 ≤ p ≤ n). We prove the result by induction on p.
Since k1 = min(i1, g1) = min(t1, h1, g1) = min(t1, s1, r1) and c1 = min(a1, r1) =
min(t1, s1, r1), we have K1 = C1.
Assume that for all 1 ≤ p ≤ m− 1, Kp = Cp. Note that
Cm = min(Tm, Am−1 + sm, Cm−1 + rm),
Km = min(Tm, Im−1 + hm, Km−1 +M,Km−1 + rm),
where M = Sm −Gm−1 = Sm−1 −Gm−2 + sm − gm−1.
Observe the following equations
Cm−t = min(Am−t, Cm−t−1 + rm−t), 1 ≤ t ≤ m− 2
and denote q the cardinality of the following set
{i|Cm−j = Cm−j−1 + rm−j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ m− 2}.
There are three cases to consider.
Case 1. q = 0, i.e. Cm−1 = Am−1 < Cm−2 + rm−1.
If Sm−1 − Gm−2 < rm−1, then Sm−1 − Gm−2 = gm−1 and Km−1 + Sm−1 − Gm−2 +
sm − gm−1 = Km−1 + sm. Since Im−1 ≥ Km−1 and hm ≥ sm, Im−1 + hm ≥ Km−1 + sm.
Therefore, Km = min(Tm, Km−1 + sm, Km−1 + rm) = min(Tm, Cm−1 + sm, Cm−1 + rm) =
min(Tm, Am−1 + sm, Cm−1 + rm) = Cm.
If Sm−1 − Gm−2 ≥ rm−1, then gm−1 = rm−1. So by Lemma 4.10, Cm−1 = Im−1,
Sm−1 − Gm−2 + sm − gm−1 ≥ sm. If hm = sm, then Km = min(Tm, Cm−1 + sm, Cm−1 +
rm) = Cm. If hm > sm, then sm = 0, hm = 1. Thus rm = 1, gm = 0. This implies
Km = Km−1 = Cm−1 = Cm.
Case 2. 1 ≤ q ≤ m − 3, i.e. for any 1 ≤ k ≤ q, Cm−k = Cm−k−1 + rm−k, Am−k ≥
Cm−k−1+rm−k, Cm−1 = Am−q−1+
∑q
i=1 rm−i and Am−q−1 < Cm−q−2+rm−q−1. By Lemma
4.11, we have Sm−k −Gm−k−1 ≥ rm−k, gm−k = rm−k and hm−k = sm−k.
We consider the value of hm first. Note that Cm−2 + rm−1 ≤ Am−1.
(i) If Cm−2 + rm−1 = Am−1, then Cm−1 = Am−1.
If Sm − Gm−1 < rm, then Sm − Gm−1 = 0, rm = 1, gm = sm = 0, hm = 1. Since
Im−1 ≥ Am−1 = Km−1, we have
Cm = min(Tm, Cm−1, Cm−1 + rm) = min(Tm, Cm−1)
Km = min(Tm, Im−1 + hm, Km−1, Km−1 + rm) = min(Tm, Km−1)
Therefore, Cm = Km.
If Sm −Gm−1 ≥ rm, then gm = rm and hm = sm.
(ii) If Cm−2 + rm−1 < Am−1, then by Lemma 4.14, we have hm = sm.
In both cases, we have either Cm = Km or hm = sm, so we may assume that hm = sm.
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Now,
Cm = min(Tm, Tm−1 + sm, . . . , Tm−q +
q−1∑
i=0
sm−i, Am−q−1 +
q∑
i=0
sm−i, Cm−1 + rm),
Km = min(Tm, Tm−1 + hm, . . . , Tm−q +
q−1∑
i=0
hm−i, Im−q−1 +
q∑
i=0
hm−i,
Km−q−1 +
q∑
i=1
rm−i +M,Km−1 + rm)
= min(Tm, Tm−1 + sm, . . . , Tm−q +
q−1∑
i=0
sm−i, Im−q−1 +
q∑
i=0
sm−i,
Km−q−1 +
q∑
i=1
rm−i +M,Km−1 + rm),
where M = Sm −Gm−1 =
∑q
i=0 sm−i + Sm−q−1 −Gm−q−2 −
∑q
i=1 rm−i − gm−q−1.
If Sm−q−1 − Gm−q−2 < rm−q−1, then Cm−q−1 = Am−q−1, gm−q−1 = Sm−q−1 − Gm−q−2,
M =
∑q
i=0 sm−i −
∑q
i=1 rm−i, Km−q−1 +
∑q
i=1 rm−i + M = Km−q−1 +
∑q
i=0 sm−i and
Im−q−1 +
∑q
i=0 sm−i ≥ Km−q−1 +
∑q
i=0 sm−i. Therefore,
Km = min(Tm, Tm−1 + sm, . . . , Tm−q +
q−1∑
i=0
sm−i, Am−q−1 +
q∑
i=0
sm−i, Cm−1 + rm)
= Cm.
If Sm−q−1 − Gm−q−2 ≥ rm−q−1, then gm−q−1 = rm−q−1. By Lemma 4.10 and Cm−q−1 =
Am−q−1, we have Cm−q−1 = Im−q−1, M ≥
∑q
i=0 sm−i−
∑q
i=1 rm−i, Km−q−1+
∑q
i=1 rm−i+
M ≥ Km−q−1 +
∑q
i=0 sm−i and Am−q−1 +
∑q
i=0 sm−i = Km−q−1 +
∑q
i=0 sm−i. Therefore,
Km = min(Tm, Tm−1 + sm, . . . , Tm−q +
q−1∑
i=0
sm−i, Km−q−1 +
q∑
i=0
sm−i, Cm−1 + rm)
= Cm.
Case 3. q = m − 2, i.e. for all 1 ≤ k ≤ q = m − 2, Cm−k = Cm−k−1 + rm−k,
Cm−k−1+rm−k ≤ Am−k and Cm−1 = C1+
∑m−2
i=1 rm−i. By Lemma 4.11, Sm−k−Gm−k−1 ≥
rm−k, gm−k = rm−k, hm−k = sm−k. So,
Cm = min(Tm, Tm−1 + sm, . . . , T1 +
m−2∑
i=0
sm−i,
m−1∑
i=0
sm−i, Cm−1 + rm)
= min(Tm, Tm−1 + sm, . . . , T1 +
m−2∑
i=0
sm−i, Sm, Cm−1 + rm)
and
Km = min(Tm, Tm−1 + sm, . . . , T1 +
m−2∑
i=0
sm−i,
m−2∑
i=0
sm−i + h1, k1 − g1 +
m−1∑
i=0
sm−i, Cm−1 + rm)
= min(Tm, Tm−1 + sm, . . . , T1 +
m−2∑
i=0
sm−i, Sm + h1 − s1, Sm + k1 − g1, Cm−1 + rm).
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If g1 = k1, then Sm + k1 − g1 = Sm ≤ Sm + h1 − s1 and
Km = min(Tm, Tm−1 + sm, . . . , T1 +
m−2∑
i=0
sm−i, Sm, Cm−1 + rm) = Cm.
If g1 > k1, we have g1 = 1, k1 = 0, s1 = r1 = 1, t1 = 0, h1 = s1 = 1 and T1+
∑m−2
i=0 sm−i =
Sm + k1 − g1 = Sm − s1 ≤ Sm. So,
Km = min(Tm, Tm−1 + sm, . . . , T1 +
m−2∑
i=0
sm−i, Cm−1 + rm) = Cm.
Therefore, the proof of Km = Cm is completed.
4.4 lm = em (1 ≤ m ≤ n)
We need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.15 If Sp + Cp −Gp − Ap > 0, then Ip = Ap.
Proof. Induction on p.
For p = 1, by the proof of Lemma 4.12, we have c1 = a1, s1 > g1, so s1 = h1 = 1,
g1 = r1 = c1 = a1 = 0. Since a1 = min(t1, s1) = 0 and s1 = 1, we have t1 = 0. Then
i1 = min(t1, h1) = 0 = a1.
Assume that for all 1 ≤ m ≤ p − 1, Im = Am if Sm + Cm − Gm − Am > 0. Suppose
that Sp + Cp −Gp − Ap > 0.
If Ap < Cp−1 + rp, then Cp = Ap, Sp − Gp > 0, i.e. Gp = Gp−1 + gp < Sp, gp = rp <
Sp −Gp−1, and so by Lemma 4.10, Cp = Ip = Ap.
If Ap ≥ Cp−1 + rp, then Cp = Cp−1 + rp, and by Lemma 4.11 gp = rp, hp = sp.
By Lemma 4.12, Sp−1 + Cp−1 − Gp−1 − Ap−1 ≥ 0. If Sp−1 + Cp−1 − Gp−1 − Ap−1 > 0,
by induction, Ip−1 = Ap−1 and Ip = min(Tp, Ip−1 + hp) = min(Tp, Ap−1 + sp) = Ap.
If Sp−1 + Cp−1 − Gp−1 − Ap−1 = 0, then sp > ap, i.e. sp = 1, ap = 0. Since ap =
min(Tp − Ap−1, sp), we have Tp − Ap−1 = 0. Since ap = 0, Tp = Ap. Since Ap ≤ Ip and
Ip ≤ Tp, we have Ap = Ip. 
4.4.1 lm = em, 1 ≤ m ≤ n
Proof. Induction on m.
l1 = i1 + g1 − k1 = min(s1, r1) +min(t1, h1)− k1
= min(s1 + t1, s1 + h1, r1 + t1, r1 + h1)− k1
= min(s1 + t1, s1 + r1, r1 + t1)− k1,
e1 = min(b1, d1) = min(s1 + t1 − a1, a1 + r1 − c1)
= min(s1 + t1 + c1 − a1, a1 + r1)− c1
= min(s1 + t1 + c1 − a1, t1 + r1, s1 + r1)− c1.
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If c1 = a1, then e1 = min(s1 + t1, s1 + r1, r1 + t1)− k1 = l1.
If c1 < a1, we have c1 = 0, a1 = 1, s1 = t1 = 1, r1 = 0, and so e1 = l1 = 1.
Therefore l1 = e1.
Assume that for any 1 ≤ p ≤ m− 1, lp = ep.
Since Lm−1 = Em−1 = Im−1 +Gm−1 −Km−1 and Km−1 = Cm−1 = Cm − cm, we have
em = min(Bm − Em−1, dm)
= min(Tm + Sm −Am − Em−1, am + rm − cm)
= min(Tm + Sm −Am − Em−1, min(Tm − Am−1, sm) + rm − cm)
= min(Tm + Sm − Im−1 −Gm−1 + Cm − Am, Tm − Am−1 + rm, sm + rm)− cm,
lm = im + gm − km
= min(Tm − Im−1, hm) +min(Sm −Gm−1, rm)− km
= min(Tm + Sm − Im−1 −Gm−1, Tm − Im−1 + rm, Sm −Gm−1 + hm, hm + rm)− km.
There are two cases to consider.
Case 1. Cm < Cm−1 + rm. Then Cm = Am.
If Sm − Gm−1 < rm, then gm = sm = Sm − Gm−1 = 0, hm = rm = 1, and by Lemma
4.9, Tm − Am−1 ≥ Tm − Im−1 ≥ 0. Therefore, lm = min(Tm − Im−1, rm)− km = em.
If Sm−Gm ≥ rm, then by noting that Cm < Cm−1+ rm, we have cm = 0, rm = gm = 1
and thus
em = min(Tm + Sm − Im−1 −Gm−1, am + 1)− cm = Tm + Sm − Im−1 −Gm−1,
lm = min(Tm + Sm − Im−1 −Gm−1, Tm − Im−1 + 1, hm + 1)− cm.
Since Tm − Im−1 ≥ im ≥ 0, we have lm = Tm + Sm − Im−1 −Gm−1 = em.
Case 2. Cm = Cm−1 + rm.
By Lemma 4.11, gm = rm, hm = sm. Then Tm+ Sm− Im−1−Gm−1 ≥ Tm− Im−1+ rm,
Tm+Sm−Im−1−Gm−1+Cm−Am = Tm−Im−1+Sm−1−Gm−1+Cm−1−Am−1+sm+rm−am
and Tm−Am−1+rm ≥ Tm−Im−1+rm. By Lemma 4.12, Sm−1+Cm−1−Gm−1−Am−1 ≥ 0.
If Sm−1+Cm−1−Gm−1−Am−1 > 0, by Lemma 4.15, Im−1 = Am−1. Since sm−am ≥ 0,
Tm+Sm− Im−1−Gm−1+Cm−Am > Tm− Im−1+ rm. Therefore, lm = min(Tm− Im−1+
rm, sm + rm)− km = em.
If Sm−1 + Cm−1 −Gm−1 − Am−1 = 0, then there are two subcases to consider.
If sm = am, Tm + Sm − Im−1 − Gm−1 + Cm − Am = Tm − Im−1 + rm. Therefore
lm = min(Tm − Im−1 + rm, sm + rm)− km = em.
If sm > am, then am = im = 0, sm = 1, sm + cm − gm − am = sm = 1, Sm +
Cm − Gm − Am > 0. Now by Lemma 4.15, Im = Am, Im−1 = Am−1. Therefore, lm =
min(Tm − Im−1, sm) + rm − km = rm − km = em. 
Lemma 4.16 FEC = JLK is a Young tableau.
Proof. Since Ep ≥ Cp, Lp ≥ Kp, Cp = Kp and Ep = Lp, we have Fp ≥ Ep ≥ Cp. By
Corollary 4.2, JLK is a three-column Young tableau. 
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